Bend Vacation Plans

A Day Golfing in Bend
OverView
With more than two dozen golf courses in the surrounding area, many of them championship courses built by
legends of the game, you could literally spend weeks here hitting the links. Luckily as an expert in the local links, I
can help craft and customize any itinerary and create an inspired, lasting visit, unlike any other golfing event you
have ever had before. On and off the course, you will experience a true variety of golf, leisure, luxury, and outdoor
adventure.
1. Start Your Day: Sparrow Bakery
A unique bakery and breakfast spot with
homemade delectable items to get you
charged up for your game. If you are in a hurry,
just grab it and go, if you have time, sit and
enjoy a meal.

2. The first 18: Lost Tracks
Lost Tracks is an amazing course, an
interesting and at times tricky layout. Amazing
views abound and some mysteries as you
discover why it is called “Lost Tracks”.

3. Mid Day Eats: Parilla Grill
Dubbed the best Mexican food in Bend, fill up
on the globally inspired items and get ready for
your second 18. You can’t go wrong with the
tacos!

4. The second 18: Widgi Creek
Widgi holds a special place for most central
Oregon golfers. While not as glamourous as
some of the featured courses in the area, it is
always a challenge and really gets you a feel
for golfing in the mountainous part of the
high-desert.

5. Time to dine: Deschutes Brewery
Gary fish established Deschutes Brewery &
Public House in 1988 in downtown Bend. The
original pub house is still intact, now with an
addition to support the popularity.
Surprisingly local feel and amazing food, beer
and service.

6. Late Night Fun: McMenamins
If you can still stay awake after 36 holes then
visit McMenamins. If you want a unique
experience, perhaps take a dip in their soaking
pool to heal the legs for your next adventure.

